The germ layer concept has been one of the foremost organizing principles in developmental biology, classification, systematics and evolution for 150 years [1] [2] [3] . Of the three germ layers, the mesoderm is found in bilaterian animals but is absent in species in the phyla Cnidaria and Ctenophora, which has been taken as evidence that the mesoderm was the final germ layer to evolve 1,4,5 . The origin of the ectoderm and endoderm germ layers, however, remains unclear with models supporting the antecedence of each as well as a simultaneous origin 4,6-9 . Here, we determine the temporal and spatial components of gene expression spanning embryonic development for all Caenorhabditis elegans genes and use it to determine the evolutionary ages of the germ layers. The gene expression program of the mesoderm is induced after those of the ectoderm and endoderm, thus making it the last germ layer to both evolve and develop. Strikingly, the C. elegans endoderm and ectoderm expression programs do not co-induce; rather the endoderm activates earlier, and this is observed also in the expression of endoderm orthologs during the embryology of Xenopus tropicalis, Nematostella vectensis, and the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica. Querying for the phylogenetic ages of specifically expressed genes revealed that the endoderm is comprised of older genes. Taken together, we propose that the endoderm program dates back to the origin of multicellularity, while the ectoderm originated as a secondary germ layer freed from ancestral feeding functions.
cells maintained a synchronized division rate, while E divided slower than MS (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). We analyzed the transcriptomes of these collected blastomeres using our recently described CEL-Seq method 12 for performing single-cell RNA-Seq 13, 14 . To assay the degree to which the cultured blastomeres exhibit the expected expression, we also generated a whole-embryo CEL-Seq time-course, spanning the 1-cell stage to the free-living larva, at 10 minute resolution up to muscle movement, and then roughly every 30 minutes (Fig. 1a) .
The quality of the dataset was assessed in several ways. First, a 0.9 average Pearson's correlation coefficient of the biological replicates indicates both that the blastomeres follow similar paths as they differentiate in isolation and that the CEL-Seq method is reproducible (Extended Data Fig. 2a) . Second, we compared the whole-embryo transcriptomes to a weighted sum of the time-courses of the five lineages (Fig. 1b) , and found that the blastomere data mirror the gene expression of the whole embryo, at the expected times (circles in Fig. 1b) . Third, we show that the overall differentiation in vitro is intact, as the blastomere lineages express the expected differentiation events (Fig. 1c) . Finally, we found that these profiles compared well with a previously published set of embryonic expression profiles 15 (Extended Data Fig. 2e and Supplementary Table 1 ). Our data reveals the spatial and temporal expression profile for each gene (Fig. 1d ). For example, unc-120/SRF has expression in MS, C, and P3, as expected from its known role as a myogenic master regulator 16 .
Since the five lineages each develop in isolation from one another, their context in the embryo is lost and, consequently, absence of signaling between cell lineages must affect some gene regulation. Most noticeably, the specification of the pharynx in the AB lineage is dependent upon two Notch signaling events 17 and indeed we do not see expression of pharyngeal specification genes in the AB lineage (Extended Data Fig. 3a) . Thus, while we found that for some genes expected levels are maintained (for example, wrm-1, a betacatenin-like protein, pal-1/Caudal, and pie-1, a zinc-finger protein; Fig. 1d ), for some genes, expression is higher than in the whole embryo (flp-15, Fig. 1d ), and for others expression is at lower levels (ceh-27, a homeodomain protein and Y41D4B.26; Fig. 1d ). We found a general coherence between the time-courses: 82% of the genes are within one log 2 unit difference (Extended Data Fig. 3b ). Of the genes that do differ, we found a strong bias for genes with lower expression in the blastomere time-course as opposed to higher expression. For 380 genes expressed in the whole-embryo time-course, we detected no expression at all in the blastomere time-courses (Supplementary Table 2 ; for example C55B7.3 in Fig. 1d ). Genes with "missing" expression tend to be expressed late in development (Extended Data Fig. 3f ), indicating that, while in earlier development very few genes are unaccounted for in the dataset, by the end of the time-course noticeable deviations from standard development are apparent.
Performing principal component analysis (PCA) on the blastomere transcriptomes distinguished the three germ layers (Fig. 2a) . The three principal components collectively explained 41% of the variation in gene expression across the five lineages. PC1 correlated with developmental time reflecting the expression of genes with non-specific expression (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). In general, PC2 distinguished the endoderm while PC3 distinguished ectoderm from mesoderm (Fig. 2a) . The C lineage clusters with the other mesodermal lineages, though it produces both muscle and epidermis, probably because it contains twice as many muscle cells as epidermal cells 10 . The overall distribution of the time-courses into germ layers provides evidence for their distinction at the transcriptomic level.
To identify the specific genes uniquely expressed in each germ layer, we computed the correlation of the expression profile of each of the dynamically expressed genes to all others, and clustered them using hierarchical clustering (Fig. 2b) . We detected 25 clusters, each comprising at least 10 genes. Gene members in a given cluster tended to have the same timing and location of expression (Fig. 2b, see right bars) . 54% of dynamically expressed genes are not specific to particular lineages (Fig. 2b) , with nearly half deriving from the maternal transcriptome. The dynamically expressed genes with lineage specificity were divided according to their germ layer of expression (Extended Data Fig. 5 ), while further requiring each germ layer annotated gene to have at least two thirds of its expression in that germ layer (Supplementary Table 4 ). Mapping these to their time of induction in the whole embryo, we found that germ layer specific expression increases with developmental time (Fig. 2c) . Moreover, different germ layers initiate their programs at different times -first the endoderm, then the ectodermal expression, and finally the mesodermal expression (Fig. 2c) . This general pattern is also reflected when examining the dynamics of the germ layers through their average expression of the genes (Fig. 3) .
The dynamics of the germ layer expression programs may be unique to C. elegans or a general property of animal development. To test this, we analyzed the previously characterized transcriptomes of the distantly related species Xenopus tropicalis 18 , Nematostella vectensis 19 , and the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica 20 . For each species, we mapped the orthologs of the C. elegans germ layer genes in the respective genome and computed their average developmental expression profiles. We found a general recapitulation of the order found in C. elegans (Fig. 3) . The onset of the endodermal program in Xenopus occurs during gastrulation, well before that of the ectodermal and mesodermal programs (P<0.01, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). In Nematostella, we also detected a major rise in the expression of endoderm orthologs during gastrulation (P<10 −3 ). The observation that mesoderm orthologs in Nematostella are expressed in the planula is consistent with the notion that the Bilaterian mesoderm was co-opted from late-expressed genes. In Amphimedon, endoderm orthologs are enriched for expression during the 'brown' stage, in which two layers first become visible. Expression of the orthologs of the ectoderm and mesoderm germ layer genes, in contrast, is seen only in the early stages (P<10 −4 ), reflecting that they are solely deposited as maternal transcripts.
The distinct and conserved temporal inductions of germ layer specific expression (Fig. 3) , with the mesoderm both appearing last in evolutionary time-scales and developing last in the embryo, support accretion of processes as a mechanism in the evolution of development 7 . Extending this reasoning to the endoderm suggests that it originated prior to the ectoderm. According to this scenario, the endoderm is expected to express genes of older origin. To test this, we studied gene ages using the phylostratigraphy approach which infers a gene's age from the phylogenetic breadth of its orthologs 21 . For a set of temporal stages, we computed for genes dynamically expressed at those times, the fraction that have orthologs in non-metazoan opisthokont Eukaryotes. Using this analysis, we found that genes expressed in mid-development are generally of older origin than those expressed at other embryonic stages (Fig. 4a) , consistent with previous analyses [21] [22] [23] . Examining the evolutionary age of the individual germ layers, we found that genes specifically expressed in the endoderm have a significantly higher fraction of older genes (P<10 −5 , Chi-squared test). In contrast, the ectoderm and mesoderm genes are significantly younger (P<10 −3 , Chi-squared test).
Since the phylogenetic analysis revealed that endoderm genes are comprised of genes of older origin, we enquired into their functional properties. We found that endoderm-specific genes are enriched for energy production, metabolism and transport functions (Fig. 4b , Extended Data Fig. 7 ). The observation that the endoderm is enriched in general feeding functions suggests that it is closer, relative to the ectoderm, in its characteristics to the choanoflagellate-like ancestor. To test this, we examined the level of orthology with the choanoflagellate M. brevicollis 24 for each of the functional classes. Indeed we found a higher fraction of M. brevicollis orthologs in endoderm enriched functional classes, such as transport and metabolism ( Fig. 4c) , suggesting that the endoderm is most closely aligned with the feeding capabilities of the free-living choanoflagellates. Moreover, while transport and metabolism appear to be related to "housekeeping" functions, we observe, in contrast, that they are induced early on in embryogenesis in the endoderm germ layer program.
Our results shed light on the evolutionary history of the endoderm germ layer (Fig. 4d) . At the dawn of the metazoans, choanoflagellate-like colonial organisms comprised individual cells that likely all retained feeding functions. However, with the evolution of epithelial cells, the possibility of distinct cell-types emerged, as cells could communicate by strong membrane connections. Our analysis of the composition and dynamics of the germ layer transcriptomes leads us to propose that the endoderm program has retained the feeding functions of its choanoflagellate-like ancestor. Expression in the Amphimedon sponge is informative since physical layers of epithelia 25 exist in this organism. The expression of sponge orthologs of the endoderm gene set suggests that Amphimedon only has a functional "proto-endoderm" germ layer. This is also supported by recent evidence that the GATA gene in Amphimedon is expressed in the internal layer in the sponge 26 .
In the lineage leading to the eumetazoans, the transport and metabolic functions carried out by internal cells may have allowed the external cells to specialize into an ectodermal germ layer (Fig. 4d ). In this model, the ancestry of the endoderm follows from its role in feeding, while only later in evolution it was coupled with its current function as the gastrulating internal layer. This scenario is in line with Haeckel's gastrea hypothesis 27, 28 which posits a layered spherical organism as the urmetazoan. However, our model of feeding processes driving selection of the endodermal identity is also consistent with an ancestral flattened placula, as proposed by Bütschli 29, 30 , that subsequently evolved into a two-layered stage where the lower epithelia specialized in digestion.
METHODS

Blastomere isolation and culturing
Egg shells were removed from C. elegans embryos and the resulting blastomeres cultured as previously described 11 . The egg shell and vitelline membrane were removed at the two cell stage, and the embryo separated to the AB and P1 blastomeres by pipetting. P1 was allowed to undergo one cell division and separated to EMS and P2, or two cell divisions before being separated to the MS, E, C and P3 blastomeres, in order to allow the Wnt signaling from P2 to EMS (Extended Data Fig. 1 ) 31 . The five lineages were cultured in a humid chamber in EGM 11 , and division of the E blastomere was used as a clock (Extended Data Table 2 ). All lineages from a single embryo were frozen at the same time. Individual samples were transferred with a micro-pipette into a 0.5μl drop of egg salts placed on the cap of a 0.5 ml Lobind Eppendorf tube, excess liquid was aspirated off, and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples were stored at −80°C. Samples were collected in triplicates, correlation between replicates are shown in Extended Data Figure 2a . Throughout this work, 'correlation' denotes Pearson's correlation coefficient.
Whole-embryo time-course
Precisely-staged single embryos were collected at the 1-cell, 2-cell, and 4-cell stages, and 10 minute intervals henceforth up to muscle movement, and then roughly every 30 minutes; 50 embryos in total. RNA from each single embryo was prepared using TRIzol as previously described 22 with one modification: 1μl of the ERCC spike-in kit 32 (1:500,000 dilution) was added with the TRIzol to each sample.
Single cell and whole-embryo transcriptomics
CEL-Seq 12 was used to amplify and sequence both RNA from the whole embryos and the cultured blastomeres. For the whole embryos -RNA was re-suspended in 5 μl water and 1 μl primer added. 1.2 μl are taken for the amplification. For the blastomeres, 1 μl of a 1:500,000 dilution of the ERCC spike-in kit and 0.2 μl of the primer were mixed (a total of 1.2 μl) and added directly to the lid of the Eppendorf tube where the cell was frozen. Linear amplification and library preparation were as previously described 12 . Libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2000 according to standard protocols. Paired-end sequencing was performed, reading at least 11 bases for read 1, and 35 bases for read 2, and the Illumina barcode when needed. The complete data set and has been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus with accession code GSE50548.
Expression analysis pipeline
Transcript abundances were obtained from the sequencing data as previously described 12 . Briefly, libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2000 according to standard, pairedend sequencing, using the CEL-Seq protocol 12 . Mapping of the reads was performed using BWA 33 , version 0.6.1, against the Caenorhabditis elegans WBCel215 genome (bwa aln −n 0.04 −o 1 −e −1 −d 16 −i 5 −k 2 −M 3 −O 11 −E 4). Read counting performed using htseqcount version 0.5.3p1 defaults, against WS230 annotation exons. The counts were normalized by dividing by the total number of mapped reads for each gene and multiplying with 10 6 , yielding the estimated gene expression levels in transcripts per million (tpm).
Warped whole-embryo time-course
The whole embryo time-course (Extended Data Fig. 2c ) was compared to the blastomere time-courses (Fig. 1b) using a restricted set of 4,527 genes with a log 2 fold-change of at least 5 across the 50-embryo time-course, >100 tpm maximum expression, and <10 tpm minimum expression. These cutoffs were used to limit analysis to only the most dynamically expressed genes given the distinct dynamics of the whole-embryo time-course. The minimum expression threshold further selects for temporally restricted expression. For each blastomere time point, the five lineages were summed up to represent the whole embryo, taking in to account the fraction of the whole embryo represented by the specific lineage (half for AB, one eighth each for E, MS, C, and P3). An eleven-stage warped whole embryo time-course was generated by taking for each stage a weighted average across the 50 embryos based upon the correlations with the blastomere time-course, raised to the tenth power. Different definitions of this set resulted in very similar warped profiles.
Spatial and temporal gene expression profiles
In the profiles shown in Figure 1d , the log expression is split among the lineages according to the fraction in the natural scale expression. The black line indicates the expression of the whole embryo time-course.
Definition of gene sets for dynamically expressed and differentiation genes
The 3,910 dynamically expressed genes were defined based upon the warped whole-embryo time-course with >3 log 2 fold-change, >10 tpm maximum expression, and <100 tpm minimum expression (Extended Data Fig. 2b ). These parameters were adapted to the warped time-course which is less dynamic due to averaging effects. 'Constitutively expressed' genes (Extended Data Fig. 3b ) were defined as highly expressed genes (>500 tpm maximum expression) but not members of the dynamically expressed genes. 'Expressed genes' (Extended Data Fig. 3b) were defined as those with >10 tpm maximum expression. The differentiation gene sets (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 2d) were generated for each group -neurons (AB), muscle (MS, C, and P3), endoderm (E), epidermis (AB and C), pharynx (MS), and germline (P3) -by examining terminal expression in the time-courses. Genes were assigned to one of the seven sets if they exhibited expression ≥50 tpm in that group and a correlation coefficient greater than 0.7 of expression across the lineages with the expected expression pattern as highlighted in red on the lineage trees. The parameters were set according to their definition of similarly sized sets.
Clusters of temporal gene expression patterns
A correlation coefficient was computed for each gene's temporal warped whole embryo time-course against each of 17 idealized expression profiles (Extended Data Fig. 3c ). The idealized profiles were constructed based upon average expression of clusters using the kmeans algorithm and represent the general patterns of the transcriptome. The idealized profiles are vectors of the same length (11) as the warped time-course profile but with digital expression of three possible values: 0, 1, and 2. Each dynamically expressed gene was then assigned to the idealized profile to which it best correlates. Seven of the 17 idealized profiles correspond to 'maternal' profiles (Extended Data Fig. 3c ) in which expression is initially high and then drops. We collapsed these seven profiles to one profile and denoted it as the '0' cluster in Figure 2b .
Hierarchical clustering and definition of germ layer genes
Hierarchical clustering was performed using the 'linkage' function in MATLAB using the unweighted center of mass distance (UPGMC) algorithm. The top 20 clusters with at least ten genes were examined (Fig. 2b) . Clusters with at least 65% of the genes of the same germ layer contributed their genes with the dominant germ layer. Germ layers were assigned by correlating the average expression with germ layer-specific patterns with a cutoff of 0.6 correlation with the following idealized vectors: endoderm = [00100], ectoderm = [10000]; and mesoderm is [01011] ; where the order is AB, MS, E, C, and P3. Germ layer genes were defined according to the sum of the genes identified by the clusters and are indicated in Figure 2b . We further filtered the germ layer gene sets by keeping only those genes whose expression is partitioned across the germ layers such that at least two thirds of the expression is in that germ layer.
Gene age
Orthologies were retrieved from the MetaPHoR project using the 2010 release 34 . Taxonomies were retrieved from the NCBI Taxonomy. For each C. elegans gene, if the gene is also present in at least 25% of the examined non-metazoan Ophistokopnts eukaryotes it was annotated as "old". Similar results were also observed for the definition of "old" genes at the level of Eukaryotes and Cellular life (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). MetaPHoR were also used to delineate the orthologies shown in Figure 4c for M. brevicollis.
Orthologous gene expression profiles
The developmental time-courses of Amphimedon queenslandica, Xenopus tropicalis, and Nematostella vectensis have been previously described 18, 20, 19 . For these species, the latest protein annotations were used to detect orthologies: Amphimedon queenslandica -Aqu2, Xenopus tropicalis -JGI_4.2, and Nematostella vectensis -GCA_000209225. Amphimedon queenslandica orthologies were delineated using OrthoMCL 35 and those of Xenopus tropicalis and Nematostella vectensis were retrieved from Biomart 36 which contained the annotations on the noted versions. We included in the analysis genes whose maximum expression is greater than the dataset-specific threshold; computed as the median average expression across all genes. Expression profiles passing this threshold were each normalized to their own maximum expression. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test for significantly different temporal dynamics between endoderm and ectoderm expression. For this analysis the timing of expression for each gene was computed as the stage at which half of the sum expression has occurred.
Functional categories analysis
COG 37 functional category annotations were retrieved from WormMart 38 . For simplicity, annotations of "general function prediction only" and "function unknown" were ignored, as well as those categories capturing less than 3% of the genes. Enrichments were computed using the hypergeometric distribution.
Extended Data
Extended Data Figure 1 . In vitro culturing of the C. elegans embryonic founder blastomeres
The cells are separated as shown in the left schematic and then cultured in embryonic growth medium 11 as shown in the micrographs on the right. The numbers indicate the stages in which the cells were collected for transcriptome analysis. Six of the eleven stages are shown in the micrographs. methods for definition of dynamic genes. c, Correlation coefficients between samples of the whole embryo time-course. Each of the 50 samples comprises a single embryo, collected at the indicated minutes past the 4-cell stage. Again, only samples with at least 750,000 reads were used and Supplementary Table 3 provides the sequencing statistics for each sample. d, The expression profiles of the 1,664 genes with differentiated expression analyzed in Figure  1c . Each profile was "standardized" by subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation. e, Comparison of the blastomere time-courses to the EPIC dataset 15 . For 115 genes, we could compare gene expression to previously published embryonic expression profiles generated by microscopic lineaging until the ~300-cell stage 15, 39 . Of these, 75% of our profiles had consistent localized expression (Supplementary Table 1 ). Of those, 54% matched completely, and 21% of the genes, expressed in all of the lineages in our dataset had some missing expression in the EPIC dataset because the lineaging was not carried out until the end of the developmental process. The remaining genes have some overlap in expression. Such differences in expression could be caused by the transgene in the EPIC dataset not recapitulating the profile of the endogenous gene, or missing signals between cells in the blastomere dataset, as is seen from the whole embryo/blastomeres expression level ratio (See Supplementary Table 1 , ratios defined as equal, slightly higher/lower or much higher/lower). Expression profile compared to the EPIC dataset deviates more when expression in the blastomeres is low compared to the whole embryo, but the blastomere dataset has the advantage that all genes are assayed simultaneously, no transgenes are used, maternal transcripts are seen, and down-regulation of genes is observable. Figure 3 . Lineage restricted gene expression identifies genes dependent upon coherence of the lineages and tissue specificity a, Expression profiles of genes involved in pharynx specification. The left and right panels correspond to the two Notch signaling events. The top and bottom images correspond to the expected regulatory patterns in the whole embryo and isolated blastomeres, respectively. tbx-37 is not shown since it is identical to tbx-38 in expression profile. b, Comparison of the overall sum of expression between the two time-courses, plotted on a log 2 scale (black). Genes "missing" in the separated lineage time-course were manually added to the graph at −3. The additional plots indicate the same measure for dynamically expressed genes (blue) and constitutive genes (red). c, Idealized expression profiles used to identify gene expression clusters. d, The gene expression profiles for the temporally restricted gene expression profiles. Each profile was "standardized" by subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation. e, Average expression profiles of ten clusters of dynamically expressed genes determined based upon the whole embryo expression data (see Methods). f, The number of dynamic genes in each temporal period In each group, the genes not expressed in the lineage time-course (b) are marked in red. To exclude the possibility that general genes are included as "endoderm-specific" since the endoderm program is induced earlier, we excluded temporal clusters 8, 9, 10 from the endoderm genes and repeated the relevant analyses. We found that there is no dramatic change in the results. The results are shown in the same format as Figure 3 and 4b-c. Table 1 The fates of the progeny of each blastomere in vivo and in isolated cultured blastomeres Fates in whole embryo 10 Data Table 2 ). c, P-values of enrichment across curated lists of genes for the indicated lineage-specific gene expression clusters (Extended Data Table 3 and Extended Data Fig.  2d ). The white circles indicate the expected differentiation of each expression cluster (Extended Data Table 1 ). d, Spatial and temporal gene expression profiles. 
